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Stay up tot with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Buena Vista Images/Photodisc/Getty Images In the King James version of the Bible, the last word is Amen. The last book of the Bible is the Book of Revelation, and the last verse is 22:21. Other versions of the Bible may say something different. For example, the
Message version lists the last word as Yes, but many believe that these two words mean the same thing. The Bible of the Message was created with a modern language in mind. The first copyright for The Message was granted in 1993. According to the Guinness Book of World Records, the Bible is the best-selling and distributed book of
all time. Recent estimates have indicated that more than 5 billion copies have been sold worldwide. Baby showers just aren't baby showers without all the fun and printable games that go with them. These baby shower word search puzzles are a great addition to the baby shower you host, any kind of baby. The baby shower word
searches below are all free and can be easily printed in minutes. No need to spend money on this part of the baby shower because you can get these for free with other free printable baby shower games and other free baby shower printables. Visit each of the links below to see the free baby shower word search puzzles. Follow the
instructions for each puzzle to get the best in printable looking. Oh baby! Printable baby shower word search: You get a pink and blue option in this adorable baby shower word search decorated in hearts and a pram. Baby Word Search Puzzle: Print this cute baby shower word search puzzle complete with an image of a stork. Printable
baby shower word search in 3 colors: you can print this free baby shower word search puzzle in pink, blue, or green. Baby Bottle Word Search Puzzle: This baby shower word search is difficult because the guest will have to come up with their own word lists. Baby Names Word Search: A baby shower word search puzzle where customers
will have to find popular names for girls and boys. Striped baby shower word search: This baby shower word search comes in the choice of two color combinations. Baby Word Search: This is a huge baby shower word search puzzle that will be quite a challenge for your guests. Woodland Animal Baby Shower Word Search: Here's a word
baby shower search puzzle that would be ideal for a baby shower on the subject of wood animals. There's a Free printables that match for bingo, word scramble, proverbs, baby animal names, baby songs and pin the tail on the fox. Peter Rabbit Word Search: Here is a word search puzzle based on Beatrix Potter's The Tale of Peter
Rabbit. You'll be looking for words like cabbage, Peter, garden, and more. Sports Baby Shower Word Search: If you have a baby shower on the sports field, this word search puzzle will have your guests hunting for words words basketball, cycling, bowling and surfboard. Baby shower word search: Print this baby shower word search in
blue, pink, green, or brown. Winnie the Pooh Baby Shower Word Search: Here's a puzzle based on Winnie the Pooh! You'll also find more free printables for your baby shower here, including a maze and a quiz. Baby Shower Word Search: This word search puzzle is a little different. The only word you need to find is the word baby and it is
hidden 3 times in the puzzle. The first guest to find the three words is the winner.Dr. Suess Word Search: If you have a baby shower on Dr. Suess's title, you'll want to print this word search on Dr. Suess's account. Free baby shower word search: There are 25 hidden baby shower words and phrases in this free and printable puzzle. A
answer key is provided. Lambs and Prams Word Search: See which guests can find these baby-related words and phrases the fastest. Baby shower word search puzzle: There are 15 words hidden in this baby shower word search puzzle that is decorated with clip art of babies, bottles, and diaper pins. Forest Animal Word Search: This
adorable baby shower word search has beautifully illustrated images of forest animals, leaves and trees. There are the names of 24 types of forest animals hidden inside the puzzle. Word games are a great way for kids to improve their vocabulary and spelling while having fun. From a word search to crossword puzzles and quizzes to
puzzles, there are some great activities for all ages. We've browsed the web for some of the best puzzles that focus on various biblical themes. Some can be played online and others printed to make a great Sunday school activity. Bible Word Search Puzzles: A complete resource featuring dozens of free word search puzzles on topics
mentioned in the Bible. Smaller puzzles use entries on the subject from 10 to 12 in a small grid; Larger puzzles have about 40 in a larger grid. Once you have found all the words in the puzzle, the letters of remains will reveal the word mystery. Play online gaming or print and solve. Solutions provided. Bible Word Search Puzzle Game:
Offers 10 word search puzzles to the subject of medium difficulty to solve online or on paper. Resurrection Sunday Word Search: A puzzle searching for Christian words more difficult with 25 entries about that need to be found. Play online or print. Biblical word-searching games adapted to print abound on the Internet. Here's a of the many
biblical word search puzzles available for printing. Puzzles are categorized in trouble from the easiest to the most difficult. Print and play biblical word puzzles: Topics such as The Nativity, Noah's Ark, the Apostles and many others appear in this series of word-search games adapted to print. Puzzles vary in difficulty, from fairly easy to
quite difficult. They also offer a variety of crossword puzzles. Christian Family Bible Wordsearch Puzzles: Everyone you'll find a new free word search game to print and solve. The puzzles are of medium difficulty, with lots of entries to be found in a medium-sized grid. Once all the entries have been found, use the remaining letters to spell
a Bible verse.John's Word Search Puzzles: The Bible: Word search fans will find dozens of word search games covering the Old and New Testament, several parables, and Bible books. These puzzles are of medium difficulty and are best suited for older children and adults. Crosswords are a great way to develop vocabulary skills and
have fun, too! Here are some free Bible crossword puzzles to keep kids entertained and busy. Print out these free worksheets for a little fun at Sunday school. For those who prefer to solve crossword puzzles online, there are a number of crossword puzzles for intermediate to advanced solvers. Bible Crossword Puzzles: Two types of
interactive crossword puzzles can be found here. The small puzzles use the lattice-style grid that appears in most crossword puzzles for educational purposes and have about 15 entries. This is a good choice for children at the primary school level. Life-size puzzles use the standard grid, 15 by 15, american-style used in most crossword
puzzles published in North America. Some, but not all, clues are related to the Bible. These crossword puzzles are best suited for older children and adults. Biblical crossword puzzles online: These crossword puzzles feature people in the Bible, the history of creation, psalms and many other biblical themes. The puzzles are of different
levels of difficulty, some are very easy, but others are quite difficult. Maybe you think a puzzle is a fun idea for this week's Sunday school. If so, you will find great puzzles on the subject of the Bible to print and reconstruct on paper. These are easy puzzle games for young puzzles. Love Your Puzzle Enemies: This worksheet consists of
several puzzle pieces to cut out and place on a heart-shaped plateau. Once completed, the puzzle states a Bible verse.Solomon Temple Puzzle: An 8-by-5, 40-piece puzzle game to print, color, and cut. Cutting the pieces requires a good amount of manual dexterity, however. Young children may need help. Matthew 22:37 Grand
Commandment Heart Jigsaw Puzzle: Restore the 14 puzzle pieces so that they form a heart and it will state the Bible verse mentioned in the title. The Lord's Prayer Puzzle: This 12 piece puzzle game has a piece cut that is easy for young people to work with. The finished puzzle states the Lord's prayer, making it an excellent game to
help memorize. Young children who have not yet learned to read can still benefit from puzzle games and activities. Try these free printable mazes, connect it-point puzzles, and spot the difference games for fun activity that doesn't require good spelling or memorization of vocabulary words. Connect-the-dot puzzles on the subject of the
Bible are a fun way for kids to learn and practice their numbers. Biblical themes will also help strengthen the learning of Scripture. One of the best sources of connect-the-dot printables (and many other Sunday school activity pages) is Calvary Kids Pages. It requires a subscription that comes at a reasonable cost and many churches find it
an excellent investment in their programs. Once you're registered, you can find connect-the-dots, puzzles, mazes, and all kinds of activities for all age levels. Solving maze puzzles provides a number of benefits for young children as well. It can help improve concentration and strategic planning skills. Bible Story Mazes on DLTK's Growing
Together offers a great selection of free maze puzzles for kids at primary school level. They cover a range of biblical themes from Abraham and Sarah to the story of Zacchaeus that you can print. Biblical word Jumbles: Unpack the word or phrase related to the Bible. Tip: Many are names, places or books of the Bible. Play online. Word
Scramble Worksheets: Featured here are dozens of anagram puzzles of different levels of difficulty printing and solving. Topics include various stories from the Old and New Testaments. Solutions are provided. Biblical Quiz: For trivia lovers of all ages, dozens of online questionnaires regarding the teachings of the Bible. These quizzes
can also be printed and resolved on paper. Biblical quiz: A lot of online quizzes are presented here, going into trouble from easy to hard. Printable Bible Concentration Memory Game: To play the game, print up to 12 puzzle cards with a Christian theme, then match the cards to score. This is a great game for younger children and you will
find a variety of themes beyond the Bible, including religious and secular Christmas cards. Bible Hangman Word Game: A fun online executioner who is simple but difficult at the same time. Choose from a variety of themes, including the New and Old Testament, Noah's Ark, and Christmas history. Biblical Cryptograms: Discover dozens of
cryptogram games that, once resolved, state a Bible verse. Before printing, you can choose to include some of the letters as clues and the answer key is available. These puzzles are best suited for older children and adults. Adults.
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